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Right Model? Sufficient Data?
Currently we worry that we don’t have the 
right models.
We should worry that we don’t have the 
















































(diagram shows tree 






































Is the data-set big enough?
... informative about 


















































Are closely related 









































































































































































Was supposed to address the 
problem of adequate data...
Instead, it's just fallen prey 
to the problem



























































































































































































Is the phylogeny informative?
Depends on the question




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A reliable way to justify the complex model








































A reliable way to justify the complex model
Prob of false positive: 0.0115
Power at 95% confidence: 0.99








































A reliable way to justify the complex model








































Greater overlap indicates less information, 
less power to distinguish






































And we can identify cases where the tree 



































































































































Larger trees can identify more subtle 





































   We've been worried about the right model.  
First we must worry if we have enough data to 
tell. 
   Without this, we will often choose wrong 
models.
   Future lies in big trees!




































   Graham Coop
   Peter Ralph
   Wainwright Lab
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